**SHOCK BOLTS RECOMMENDED TORQUE VALUES**

- **SHOCK BOLTS**: 15NM
- **V-LINK PIVOT**: 15NM
- **V-LINK SEAT STAYS**: 15NM
- **HORST LINK**: 6NM
- **MAIN PIVOT**: 6NM
- **HANGER**: 3NM
- **CABLE GUIDES**: 4NM

### VITUS DESCRIPTION

- **DT PROTECTOR**: NOT ON DRAWING
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE DT PROTECTOR ON ALL ESOMMET FRAMES (3M BACKING, NO BOLTS REQUIRED)

- **CS/SS PROTECTOR KIT**: NOT ON DRAWING
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE CHAINSTAY, DROPOUT & SEATSTAY PROTECTORS ON ALL ESOMMET FRAMES (3M BACKING, NO BOLTS REQUIRED)

### V-LINK SEAT TUBE PIVOT BOLT KIT

- **ASEE-LAX**: 1
- **VTA-LWS**: 2
- **ASEE-LCP**: 1
- **M8x16L-M**: 1
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE V-LINK SEAT TUBE PIVOT BOLT, WASHER, SPACERS & THREADED AXLE OF THE REAR PIVOT ON THE SUSPENSION LINKAGE ON ALL ESOMMET FRAMES. THIS KIT IS FOR BOTH SIDES (2 SETS OF PARTS). NO BEARINGS INCLUDED.

### V-LINK SS/HORSTLINK BOLT KIT

- **ASEE-SNT**: 2
- **ASEE-LWS**: 6
- **ASEE-SAX-26L**: 2
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE BOLT, WASHER, SPACER & THREADED AXLE OF THE MAIN PIVOT BOLT KIT FOR ALL ESOMMET FRAMES. NO BEARINGS INCLUDED.

### INTERNAL CABLE GROMMET KIT

- **CABLE GUIDE INSERT**: 3
- **CC270-1**: 1
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE RUBBER AND PLASTIC CABLE GUIDE PARTS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE DOWNTUBE AND SEATSTAYS ON ALL ESOMMET FRAMES.

### MAIN PIVOT BOLT KIT

- **Max25L-P-S**: 1
- **6x10x1T**: 1
- **SEE-MAX**: 1
- **ASEE-RWS**: 1
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE MAIN PIVOT BOLT KIT FOR ALL ESOMMET FRAMES. NO BEARINGS INCLUDED.

### MOTOR PROTECTOR

- **NOT ON DRAWING**: 1
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE BASHGUARD AND BOLTS ON ALL ESOMMET BIKES EQUIPPED WITH THE SHIMANO E8000 MOTOR. NOT COMPATIBLE WITH BIKES FITTED WITH THE SHIMANO E7000 MOTOR.

### SHOCK MUDGUARD AND BOLT

- **NOT ON DRAWING**: 1
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE PLASTIC MUDGUARD AND MOUNTING BOLT ON ALL ESOMMET FRAMES.

### MOTOR BOLT KIT

- **MB-T40-18L**: 6
  - KIT TO REPLACE ALL MOTOR MOUNTING BOLTS ON ALL ESOMMET FRAMES.

### CABLE GUARD INSERT KIT

- **CC270-1**: 1
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE RUBBER AND PLASTIC CABLE GUIDE PARTS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE DOWNTUBE AND SEATSTAYS ON ALL ESOMMET FRAMES.

### TRUNION MOUNT SHOCK BOLT KIT 2018+

- **VTA-TR**: 1
- **VPA-WBS**: 1
  - KIT TO REPLACE THE TRUNION MOUNT BOLTS FOR ALL ESOMMET FRAMES (2018-19). REPLACEMENT FOR BOTH TOP AND BOTTOM MOUNT BOLTS. NO BEARINGS INCLUDED.

### SHOCK BOLT KIT

- **ATRB-SBT**: 1

- **CTA-HG-S1**: 1

- **CBW-ANT-1**: 1

- **VTA-TR**: 1

- **VPA-WBS**: 1

- **ATRB-SBT**: 1

---

**NOTE:** NOT COMPATIBLE WITH BIKES FITTED WITH THE SHIMANO E7000 MOTOR.